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1 Introduction
Recently there has been a great interest in studying nonlinear diﬀerence equations and
systems not stemming from diﬀerential ones (see, e.g., [–]). The old area of solving
diﬀerence equations and systems has re-attracted recent attention (see, e.g., [–, , ,
–, –]). Recent Stević’s idea of transforming complicated equations and systems
into simpler solvable ones, used for the ﬁrst time in explaining the solvability of the equa-
tion appearing in [] (an extension of the original result can be found in [], see also []),
was employed in several other papers (see, e.g., [, , , , , , , –, , ] and
the related references therein). Another area of some recent interest, essentially initiated
by Papaschinopoulos and Schinas, is studying symmetric and close to symmetric systems
of diﬀerence equations (see, e.g., [, –, , , , , , , –]).
Stević also essentially triggered a systematic study of non-rational concrete diﬀerence
equations and systems, from one side those obtained by using the translation operator
(see, e.g., [] and also []) and from the other side those obtained by using max-type
operators (see, e.g., [, , ]), see also the related references cited therein. We would
like to point out that for the equations and systems in [–, ] only long-term behavior
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, n ∈N, ()
by acting with the max-type operator ma(t) = max{a, t} onto the right-hand sides of both
equations in () (see also [] and [] for related scalar equations). Note that for the case
of positive initial values, system () can be solved by taking the logarithm to the both sides
of both equations therein, since this transforms the system to a linear second order system
of diﬀerence equations with constant coeﬃcients, which is solvable. Note that themethod
does not work if initial values are not positive. Let us also mention here that positive so-
lutions to diﬀerence equations and systems are often studied since many real-life models
produce such solutions (see, e.g., [, , ]). It is also interesting to note that there are
max-type systems of diﬀerence equations which are solvable (see []). Finally, we want
to note that the long-term behavior of solutions to product-type systems and those ob-
tained from them by acting with some ‘reasonable good’ transformations are frequently
closely related, which is another reason for studying these systems.
Hence, a natural problem is to investigate the solvability of product-type diﬀerence
equations and systems with real and/or complex initial values. In [], Stević and his col-
laborators started studying the problem with an approach diﬀerent from the ones in [,
, , ], but which can be regarded as a modiﬁcation of some of the methods in [–,







, n ∈N, ()
where a,b, c,d ∈ Z and z–, z,w–,w ∈ C, is solvable in closed form and presented nu-
merous applications of obtained formulas.
In this paper we continue our investigation by studying the solvability of the following







, n ∈N, ()
where a,b, c,d ∈ Z and z–, z,w–,w ∈C.
Let us mention here that although systems () and () are similar in appearance, the
methods used in dealing with them are quite diﬀerent.
It is easy to see that the domain of undeﬁnable solutions [] to system () is the set
U = {(z–, z,w–,w) ∈C : z– =  or z =  or w– =  or w = }.
Hence, from now on we will assume that our initial values belong to the set C \ U .
A solution (zn,wn)n≥– of system () is called periodic (or eventually periodic) with period
p ∈N if there is n ≥ – such that
(zn+p,wn+p) = (zn,wn) for n≥ n.
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Period p is prime if there is no pˆ ∈N, pˆ < p which is a period of the solution. For p = , the
solution is called eventually constant (see, e.g., []). For some results on the topic, see,
e.g., [, ] and the related references therein. If it is said that a solution of system () is
periodic with period p, it will need not mean that it is prime.
A system of diﬀerence equations of the form
zn = f (zn–, . . . , zn–k ,wn–, . . . ,wn–k)
wn = g(zn–, . . . , zn–k ,wn–, . . . ,wn–k), n ∈N,
where k ∈ N, is said to be solvable in closed form if its general solution can be found in
terms of initial values z–i, w–i, i = ,k, delay k and index n only.
2 Main result
The main result in this paper is proved in this section.
Theorem  Assume that a,b, c,d ∈ Z and z–, z,w–,w ∈C\ {}. Then system () is solv-
able in closed form.
Proof Case b = . In this case system () becomes
zn+ = zan, wn+ =
wcn
zdn–
, n ∈N. ()
From the ﬁrst equation in () we easily obtain
zn = za
n
 , n ∈N. ()
































for n≥ k + .
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for n≥ k + .
From (), () and the method of induction we see that () holds for every k such that
≤ k ≤ n – .






Now we have two subcases to consider.







, n≥ . ()














, n ∈N. ()












, n ∈N. ()




, wn+ = wcn, n ∈N. ()
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From the second equation in () we have that
wn = wc
n
 , n ∈N. ()
































for n≥ k + .












for n≥ k + .
From (), () and the method of induction we see that () holds for every k such that
≤ k ≤ n – .






Now we have two subcases to consider.







, n≥ . ()
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, n ∈N. ()












, n ∈N. ()





, n ∈N, ()




, n ∈N. ()








which can be written as
zn+ = za+cn+z–acn+zbdn–, n ∈N, ()














a = a + c, b = –ac, c = , d = bd. ()
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n–, n ∈N. ()
From () with n → n –  we get




n–, n ∈N. ()



















for n ∈N, where
a := aa + b, b := ab + c, c := ac + d, d := ad. ()
From () with n → n –  we get

































for n≥ , where
a := aa + b, b := ba + c, c := ca + d, d := da. ()








for n≥ k – , and that
ak = aak– + bk–, bk = bak– + ck–,
ck = cak– + dk–, dk = dak–.
()
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for n≥ k, where
ak+ := aak + bk , bk+ := bak + ck ,
ck+ := cak + dk , dk+ := dak .
()
This along with (), () and the method of induction shows that () and () hold for
every ≤ k ≤ n + .
Hence, for k = n + , we have
























– , n ∈N. ()
From the recurrent relations () we easily obtain that the sequence (ak)k≥ satisﬁes the
diﬀerence equation
ak = aak– + bak– + cak– + dak–. ()
Since bk– = ak – aak– and equation () is linear, we have that the sequence (bk)k∈N is
also a solution to equation (). From this, the linearity of equation () and since ck– =
bk – bak–, we have that the sequence (ck)k∈N is also a solution to equation (). Finally,
since dk = dak–, the linearity of equation () shows that (dk)k∈N is also a solution to the
equation.
Now, we show that these four sequences can be prolonged for some negative indices of
use. This enables easier getting formulas for solutions to system ().
From () with k =  we get
a = aa + b, b = ba + c, c = ca + d, d = da. ()
Since bd = d = , from the last equation in () we get a = . Using this fact in the ﬁrst
three equalities in (), we get b = c = d = .
From this and by () with k = – we get
 = a = aa– + b–,  = b = ba– + c–,
 = c = ca– + d–,  = d = da–.
()
Since d = , from the last equation in () we get a– = . Using this fact in other three
equalities in (), we get b– = , c– = d– = .
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From this and by () with k = – we get
 = a– = aa– + b–,  = b– = ba– + c–,
 = c– = ca– + d–,  = d– = da–.
()
Since d = , from the last equation in () we get a– = . Using this fact in other three
equalities in (), we get b– = , c– =  and d– = .
From this and by () with k = – we get
 = a– = aa– + b–,  = b– = ba– + c–,
 = c– = ca– + d–,  = d– = da–.
()
Since d = , from the last equation in () we get a– = . Using this fact in other three
equalities in (), we get b– = , c– =  and d– = .
Hence, sequences (ak)k≥–, (bk)k≥–, (ck)k≥– and (dk)k≥– are solutions to linear diﬀer-
ence equation () satisfying the following initial conditions:
a– = , a– = , a– = , a = ;
b– = , b– = , b– = , b = ;
c– = , c– = , c– = , c = ;
d– = , d– = , d– = , d = ,
()
respectively.
Since diﬀerence equation () is solvable, it follows that closed form formulas for
(ak)k≥–, (bk)k≥–, (ck)k≥– and (dk)k≥– can be found. From this fact and () we see that
equation () is solvable too.




, n ∈N, ()




, n ∈N. ()








which can be written as
wn+ = wa+cn+w–acn+wbdn–, n ∈N, ()
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which is nothing but diﬀerence equation (). However, the sequence (wn)n≥– satisﬁes












Hence, the above presented procedure can be repeated, and it can be obtained that for







n–k , n ∈N, ()
where (ak)k∈N, (bk)k∈N, (ck)k∈N and (dk)k∈N satisfy recurrent relations () with initial con-
ditions ().
From () with k = n +  and by using () we get
























– , n ∈N. ()
Also the sequences (ak)k∈N, (bk)k∈N, (ck)k∈N and (dk)k∈N satisfy the diﬀerence equation
() with initial conditions in (), respectively.
As above the solvability of equation () shows that closed form formulas for (ak)k≥–,
(bk)k≥–, (ck)k≥– and (dk)k≥– can be found. This fact along with () implies that equa-
tion () is solvable too. A direct calculation shows that the sequences (zn)n≥– in () and
(wn)n≥– in () are solutions to system () with initial values z–, z, that is,w–,w respec-
tively. Hence, system () is also solvable in this case, ﬁnishing the proof of the theorem.

Remark  Note that diﬀerence equation () is not only theoretically but also practically
solvable since the characteristic polynomial
p(λ) = λ – aλ – bλ – cλ – d ()
associated to the diﬀerence equation is of fourth order, whichmeans that we can explicitly
ﬁnd its roots.
Remark Sincewe are interested in those initial values z–, z,w–,w ∈Cwhich uniquely
deﬁne solutions to system (), to avoid multi-valued solutions to the system, we posed the
condition a,b, c,d ∈ Z.
From the proof of Theorem  we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary  Consider system () with a,b, c,d ∈ Z. Assume that z–, z,w–,w ∈ C \ {}.
Then the following statements are true.
(a) If b =  and a = c, then the general solution to system () is given by () and ().
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(b) If b =  and a = c, then the general solution to system () is given by () and ().
(c) If d =  and a = c, then the general solution to system () is given by () and ().
(d) If d =  and a = c, then the general solution to system () is given by () and ().
(e) If bd = , then the general solution to system () is given by () and ().
Let λi, i = , , be the roots of the characteristic polynomial () of diﬀerence equation
(). If they satisfy the condition
λi = λj for i = j,
then it is known that a general solution to equation () has the following form:
un = αλn + αλn + αλn + αλn, n ∈N, ()
where αi, i = , , are arbitrary constants. Since for the case d =  the solution can be
prolonged for nonpositive indices, then we may assume that formula () holds also for
n≥ – (or n≥ – if necessary).
In order to ﬁnd, in this case, a general solution to system () in closed form, we will need
the following known lemma. We give a proof of it for the completeness and beneﬁt of the
reader.
Lemma  Assume that λj, j = ,k, are pairwise diﬀerent zeros of the polynomial


















P(z) , l ∈N,
are meromorphic on the Riemann sphere. Hence, by the residue theorem, we have that
k∑
j=
Resz=λj fl(z) + Resz=∞ fl(z) =  ()
for every l ∈N.
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for some complex numbers b–s, s ∈N.




, j = ,k.
From this and since Resz=∞ fl(z) is equal to the negative value of the coeﬃcient at /z in
the Laurent expansion, it follows thatResz=∞ fl(z) =  when l = ,k –  andResz=∞ fk–(z) =
–/αk . Using these facts in () the lemma follows. 
If we apply Lemma  to polynomial p in (), and since p(t) =
∏
l=(t – λj) (note that












From this, since from () we have a– = a– = a– =  and a = , and a general solution





















(λ – λ)(λ – λ)(λ – λ)
()
for n≥ –.
On the other hand, from () we get
bn = an+ – aan, ()
cn = bn+ – ban, ()
dn = dan– ()
for n≥ –.
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for n ≥ –, where we have used the fact that () also holds for n = – (in fact, we may
assume that equality () holds for every n ≥ –s, for any ﬁxed s ∈ N, since due to the
assumption d = , any solution of equation () can be prolonged for any nonpositive
value of index n).
By using (), (), () and () into () and (), we get formulas for general solutions
to system () in closed form.
Formulas obtained in this section can be used in describing the long-term behavior of
solutions to system () in many cases. We will formulate and prove here only one result,
just as an example. The formulations and proofs of other results, which are similar and
whose proofs use standard techniques, we leave to the reader as some exercises.
Theorem  Assume that b = c =  and a,d ∈ Z. Then the following statements hold:
(a) If a = , then every solution to system () is eventually constant.
(b) If a = , then zn = wn = , n≥ .
(c) If a = –, then every solution to system () is two-periodic.
(d) If a >  and |z| < , then zn →  as n→ ∞.
(e) If a >  and |z| > , then |zn| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
(f ) If a >  and |zd| < , then |wn| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
(g) If a >  and |zd| > , then wn →  as n→ ∞.
(h) If a < – and |z| < , then zn →  as n→ ∞ and |zn+| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
(i) If a < – and |z| > , then zn+ →  as n→ ∞ and |zn| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
(j) If a < – and |zd| > , then wn →  as n→ ∞ and |wn+| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
(k) If a < – and |zd| < , then wn+ →  as n→ ∞ and |wn| → ∞ as n→ ∞.
Proof (a) If we replace a =  and c =  in () and (), we obtain zn = z and wn+ = /zd,
n ∈N, from which the statement follows.
(b) By replacing a =  and c =  in () and (), we get zn = , n ∈ N and wn = , n ≥ ,
from which the statement follows.
(c) By replacing a = – and c =  in () and (), we get zn = z, zn+ = z , wn = /z
d
 and
wn+ = zd, n ∈N, from which the statement follows.
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(d)-(k) From () and () with c =  we get
zn = za
n
 , wn =

zdan–
, n≥ . ()
Using the formulas in () all these statements easily follow. 
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